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...SVSC Has First Fulbright Fellow
..."Hedda Gabler" Here This Weekend
...Rosenthal Exhibit Arrives Thursday

SVSC OFFERS CAREER ASSISTANCE

Increasing unemployment combined with a depressed economy has caused concern for job seekers, employers and government agencies. A series of workshops, lectures, self-assessment testing and career exploration opportunities called "Learn to Earn" can provide positive help in solving these problems.

The two-day session will be here Tuesday and Wednesday, March 23-24, and SVSC also is co-hosting a cooperative education drive-in workshop on Thursday, March 25. Purpose will be to alert employers to opportunities for upgrading their personnel development programs by utilizing co-op students.

Events kick off at 1:00 p.m. on March 23 with a skills identification workshop at Doan Center. Geraldine Barrons of New Options Personnel, Inc. will conduct the session, which gives individual assistance in defining marketable skills. The two-hour session includes written and oral discussion of occupation related skills, work environments, target jobs which match skills and how to develop an action agenda for job search. A repeat of the session is set for 3:00 p.m. Enrollment in these workshops is by reservation. For information, please contact the Chrysallis Center at ext. 4267.

On Tuesday evening author/lecturer Tom Jackson will be on hand with a presentation on "Guerilla Tactics in the Job Market." His program begins at 8:00 p.m. in the college theater and is open to the public for a $2 admission charge. Price for faculty, staff and students from other institutions is $1.00, while no admission will be charged to SVSC students.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE POETRY CONTEST SET

An event with international flavor will take place Saturday, March 20, in Wickes lecture hall during the fourth annual foreign language competition. Contest rules require that all selections be recited in a foreign language.

Area senior and junior high schools have been invited to participate with French, German, Polish or Spanish-bilingual presentations. Junior high, lower level and upper level division have been established within these four language categories.

Dr. Ricardo Pastor, chairman of SVSC's department of modern foreign languages, is coordinating the recital contest and has selected committees to judge the various divisions. Contestants will be critiqued in their respective language and delivery style.

The contest begins at noon and continues until 2:30 p.m., when trophies will be presented to first and second place winners. Certificates of participation will be awarded to all entrants.

For more information, please contact Dr. Pastor at ext. 4486.

IBSEN CLASSIC SET FOR SVSC STAGE

Shrewd manipulator, or victim of social conventions imposed upon her? The final judgment about Hedda Gabler is left to the audience in Henrik Ibsen's classic theatre piece.

Area viewers will have a chance to decide for themselves when SVSC thespians present their interpretation of "Hedda Gabler." Performances are scheduled at 8:00 p.m. in the college theatre this
Friday, March 19, and Saturday, March 20, with a 3:00 p.m. matinee set for Sunday, March 21.

Playing the lead role of Hedda Gabler will be Kimberly Schultheiss. She brings experience gained in her roles in Pit and Balcony's production of "Harvey" and previous SVSC productions of "Lady House Blues" and "Our Town." Ms. Schultheiss also performed in "Sleeping Beauty" with the Midland Center for the Arts Theatre Guild. She is from Charlotte, Michigan, and is a sophomore majoring in communication and theatre.

Other players in Ibsen's drama include David Minich as George Tesman; Keeley Stanley of Freeland who plays Mrs. Elstude; Lisa-Marie Fowler of Saginaw as Bertha; Jon W. Merkle of Essexville handling the role of Judge Brack; Shellie Anaman as Miss Juliana Tesman; and Robert Amsden as Eilert Loevborg. Amsden is a doctoral candidate at Bowling Green State University and an adjunct faculty member at SVSC. He has extensive experience in actor training, stage management and designing, and will serve as designer and technical director. Stage manager is Cherryl Matuzak, from Saginaw, a junior majoring in communication and theater.

Communication/theater instructor Maarten Reilingh will direct the production. Since coming to SVSC two years ago, he has built a reputation for involving the community in SVSC theater activities. He has brought such innovative ideas as reader's theater to the SVSC stage and has developed a close working relationship with Pit and Balcony and other area arts organizations.

All seats for "Hedda Gabler" are reserved. General admission is $3, with a special rate of $1 for students and senior citizens. There's a $1 discount for persons who retained ticket stubs from "Great Nebula in Orion," and SVSC faculty and staff may attend free. For reservations of ticket information, call ext. 4110 or visit 1202 Pioneer Hall annex weekdays between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.

MIXED MEDIA ETCHINGS ON DISPLAY AT SVSC

Prints by Stanley Rosenthal have been displayed and won awards from Boston to Seattle and San Diego, from North Dakota to Texas. His innovative technique which combines water color with etching has been acclaimed by art critics throughout the nation.

Beginning this Thursday, March 18, a collection titled "Stanley Rosenthal: Recent Mixed Media Etchings" will be exhibited in the art workshop gallery. SVSC art department chairman Barron Hirsch notes that "Rosenthal is one of Michigan's best-known printmakers. His work deals with very imaginative, dream-like images of people and animals and contains many symbolic references. He presents interpretations of real life situations -- allegories of life."

Rosenthal earned a B.F.A. from Carnegie Institute of Technology and holds an M.F.A. from Wayne State University. He is an associate professor of art and chairman of WSU's printmaking department. He serves as advisor to the board of directors of the Detroit Drawing and Print Club, is a member of the board of directors for the Michigan Association of Printmakers and has been awarded grants from the Michigan Council for the Arts. Rosenthal also is a guest lecturer at the Art Gallery of Windsor in Ontario, Canada.

His work will be on view daily through April 2. SVSC's art gallery is open to the public free of charge weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

DEADLINE NEARS FOR ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

April 15 is the application deadline for students seeking consideration for SVSC achievement awards this year. Please encourage deserving students to contact the dean of students' office or the office of scholarships and financial aids for information and applications. The awards recognize continuing SVSC students who have achieved academic excellence here and have contributed to the welfare of their college and community.

Recipients receive $100 each for fall and winter semesters and may reapply for the scholarships, which are not automatically renewable. A minimum 3.25 SVSC GPA is required, along with full-time attendance status and at least sophomore standing. For details, please call ext. 4294.

HERE'S CHANCE TO LEARN ABCs OF SELF-DEFENSE

SVSC's criminal justice department in conjunction with Saginaw County 4-H will offer a free seminar on "The ABCs of Self-Defense" this Saturday, March 20, from 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon in the college theatre. The informative
presentation by Steve Renico of the Saginaw Township Police department as principal speaker is open to the public.

Participants will be taught how to protect themselves, how to keep from being a crime victim, and if you are, ways to minimize your risk and help the police afterward. Further information is available from associate professor of criminal justice Jon Cisky at ext. 4079.

CHANNEL 19 AUCTION SEeks VOLUNTEERS

Channel 19 of Delta College is planning its annual "Great TV Auction" which raises funds to keep the public station in operation. Part of this activity includes organization of teams of five to ten volunteers who solicit gifts from local businesses.

For the past several years, SVSC teams have participated, usually contacting Fashion Square Mall merchants for auction donations. Here is an excellent opportunity to get involved in community service and have fun at the same time. A minimum of time is required, and "go-getter" teams need not work auction nights.

If you or your organization are interested in taking part, please contact Vicky Buchinger, SVSC volunteer service coordinator, at ext. 4294. Solicitation packets are available for volunteer workers.

CHILD CAR SEAT LAW EFFECTIVE APRIL 1

All SVSC students and employees with children four years of age or younger are reminded that Michigan's Public Act 117 takes effect April 1. According to director of public safety Zane Rybkowski, the new legislation requires that drivers secure each child four or under in a safe child restraint system. The Act will apply to drivers on campus roads, and can be enforced by campus police.

Rybkowski notes that the intent of the law is not to punish drivers, but to assure the safety of small children who are unable to make responsible decisions about safety. For details on requirements of the Act, exemptions from it, and child seat restraints complying with its requirements, please contact public safety at ext. 4141.

ACROSS CAMPUS--

--A $125 first prize is being offered in this year's "Spring Sharing" talent show, scheduled for 8:00 p.m. on Wednesday, April 7, in the SVSC theatre. Second prize will be $100, with $75 for third and $50 for fourth place. Auditions will be held in lower level Doan Center next Monday, March 22, from 8:00-11:00 p.m. and Saturday, March 27, from noon to 4:00 p.m. Sponsors include the SVSC and Delta RA's and residence hall associations, SVSC student government and SVSC Kappas. For additional information, please contact Carol Thomas at ext. 4037.

--Several faculty members from SVSC's school of nursing and allied health sciences attended the March 9 meeting of Tri-District Nursing Association to discuss current health issues. SVSC instructor of nursing Marcia Shannon is president of the group. Others attending from SVSC were Debbi Bowman, Faith Edwards, Peggy Flatt, Ann Gallegos, Mary Graiver, Dr. Crystal Lange, and Irene Miller. Featured speaker was Joan Guy of the Michigan Nursing Association.

--Two new items are available for campus distribution through central stores and should be added to your central stores catalog. "Things to Do Today" memo pads contain approximately 50 note sheets each and are listed as stock item #56, according to director of business services Dale Irish. Available at no charge are 8½" x 11" campus maps to be used for mailings or handouts. These are listed as stock item #57.

--Matthew Zivich, associate professor of art at SVSC, has had a watercolor painting accepted for showing at the Michigan Fine Arts Competition held at Birmingham-Bloomfield Art Association Gallery in Birmingham, MI. Titled "Le Spectre de la Rose," the painting will be on display through Saturday, April 24. All works accepted for the show are by Michigan artists, and selections were made by New York painter Grace Hartigan. The BBAA, located at 516 S. Cranbrook Road in Birmingham, is open to the public from 9:30 a.m., Monday through Saturday.

--Next A&O donation days for the SVSC Children's Center will be Wednesdays, April 14 and May 12. For details on how to participate, please contact Pam Thompson at ext. 4294.
--SVSC's two-mile relay team set a new school record time of 7:32.43 in the preliminary round of the NCAA national indoor track meet Friday at the Pontiac Silver Dome. Dan Prose was clocked at 1:54, while Ricky Brown was 1:52, Ken Plude was 1:53 and Ed Labair was 1:52. While their time was the seventh fastest of the day, the SVSC runners did not make the finals, because of the lack of the draw on setting up heats. Sophomore sensation Eddie Brown ran a 48.14 in the preliminary round of the 60-yard high hurdles, just barely missing the 48.13 needed for the finals. Coach Doug Hansen said, 'Our goal was simply to get to the NCAA nationals and we did. For the first time there, I felt we did pretty well.'

---

--Food service manager John Curry's first Sunday, "Brunch with the Bunch" was a lip-smacking success, as more than 50 persons from the campus community joined students in the Doan Center cafeteria. According to Curry, next Sunday's menu will be served from 11:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. and will include carved baked country ham with pineapple and raisin sauce, brown link sausage, hash brown potatoes, broccoli in cheese sauce, fried, scrambled and Irish scrambled eggs with bacon and mushrooms, pancakes with syrup and a broad selection of salads and desserts. Reservations are not required and the price is $4.75 for adults, $3.75 for persons over 60, $2.75 for children between the ages of five and ten, and free admission for children aged four and under. Free parking is provided on lot "C" for the brunch.

---

--Campus activities coordinator Mary Anne Lustgraaf has been appointed to the Board of Directors for the National Orientation Directors Association, where she chairs the Handicapped Concerns Committee. Mary Anne also was recently elected to a directorate on the American College Personnel Association's Commission 2, which deals with admissions, orientation and college-school relations.

---

--SVSC's four-member research group in optics has been extremely busy during the past half year. The group is led by Dr. Hsuan "Frank" Chen, who presented a series of in-depth seminars on "Rainbow Holography" in Beijing, Hanchow and Shanghai, People's Republic of China, last August and September as a guest of the People's Republic Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences, in the People's Republic. In October, Chen delivered a paper entitled "Novel Technique in Astigmatic Rainbow Holography" at the annual meeting of the Optical Society of America in Kissimmee, Florida. An article by Chen and visiting Chinese holographers Qi-zhe Shan and Ming-yi Chen entitled "Aperture Conjugation Technique in Astigmatic Rainbow Holography" was published in the October 1981 issue of "Applied Optics." Meanwhile, SVSC's Dr. Chen co-authored a paper on "Astigmatic Technique in One-Step Rainbow Holography" with Ms. Kujawinska of Warsaw Technical University for publication in the January 1982 issue of "Optics Communication." Chen and Chinese visitors Chen, Shan and Gui-cong Chen have recently had a paper entitled "Diffraction Limited Recording Scheme in Astigmatic Rainbow Holography" accepted for publication in the upcoming May 1982 issue of "Optics Letters."

Gui-csong Chen and Frank Chen have also co-authored a paper entitled "Imaging Analysis of One-Step Rainbow Holography" written in Chinese which has been submitted to "Laser Journal" in China for publication. Finally, a paper entitled "Imaging Analysis of Astigmatic One-Step Rainbow Holography" was co-authored by Gui-cong Chen and Qi-zhe Shan. Written in Chinese, it has been submitted to the "Journal of Optics" in China for publication.

---

--Faculty and staff members planning to participate in commencement exercises on Saturday, May 8, are requested to call the bookstore IMMEDIATELY at ext. 4277 if they have not yet ordered regalia. Manager Betty Wine- land reminds you that the deadline was last Friday!!
SVSC HAS FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR

In one sense it will be a return to a former home, but in another it'll be a first—and a big one—when Dr. A. G. Andrewes travels to Trondheim, Norway, next summer.

Andrewes, associate professor of chemistry at Saginaw Valley has been awarded a Fulbright fellowship for research and study at the Technical University of Norway. He is the first member of SVSC's faculty to receive the prestigious grant, an academic honor bestowed in recognition of superior performance and ability. He joins an elite group of approximately one dozen chemists in the nation who received Fulbright awards this year. Total fellowships given annually in all fields of study to U.S. scholars is less than 600.

Andrewes is especially appreciative of the opportunity because he earlier spent 3½ years studying at Technical University, returning to the U.S. in 1974. His first stint in Norway was funded by a Royal Norwegian fellowship awarded following study at the University of London on an international scholarship.

Notes Andrewes, "The time spent in Trondheim was a very productive period, because I had the opportunity to work with people who were generally recognized as members of the most outstanding academic carotenoid research group in the world."

His study under the Fulbright grant will begin in September 1982 and extends through the academic year. He will be working on the isolation, structure determination and total synthesis of optically active carotenoids, which are naturally occurring pigments.

Assisting Andrewes will be Dr. Synnove Liauen-Jensen, professor of chemistry at Technical University. The two have previously co-authored several technical papers describing various studies with carotenoids.

"Our long range view is to attempt to determine what their precise function is in nature and possibly expand more on therapeutic properties of derivatives with respect to abnormal cell growth," Andrewes explains. "In particular, we plan to work with compounds having an unusual function group at one end of the molecule which could enhance any therapeutic properties of molecules themselves.

"These are substances from which vitamin A is derived, and they could contribute to understanding and possibly controlling some types of cancer." Andrewes is quick to point out, however, that his research is not specifically in the area of oncology.

"I view this as an active sabbatical, and a chance to retool mentally as well as learning about advances in my field," Andrewes says. "Technical University is extremely well equipped and has excellent financial support for research and scholarly activities."

Andrewes will also serve as guest lecturer during his stay in Trondheim. The Fulbright grant will provide travel funds plus a stipend for living expenses.

Andrewes' application for the award was reviewed by an international board of scientists. He notes that applicants are asked to specify choices of geographical and subject matter areas of study. Their requests are then forwarded to an appropriate regional academic committee for further consideration.

His colleagues at SVSC have been quick to extend congratulations. Vice president for academic affairs Dr. Robert S. P. Yien sums it up by saying, "We are elated that Art has this exciting opportunity, not only to learn but to contribute. We're also pleased because we feel he's representative of the outstanding faculty we have at SVSC. It's a great honor for a young college to have someone selected for such an outstanding awards."

Andrewes joined the SVSC faculty in 1974. He holds a B.A. degree from American International College and a master of science from the University of Maryland. His Ph.D. was earned at New Mexico State University.